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 In the management plans of water resources such as flood warning, drought prediction, 

and optimal performance of reservoirs, value of hydrological variables including 

suitable river flow prediction need to be estimated and predicted. In this paper, ANN 
was used for predicting daily discharge of Talar River, the results of which showed that 

they could be used as an efficient tool in this regard. Moreover, it was determined that 

the use of various input patterns had a considerable impact on the model performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Current restrictions on water resources and their accessibility highlight the importance of water 

management and planning [6]. One of the basic tools in the management of water resources is the prediction of 

water supply and demand and it is necessary to predict inflow to dams, regulate rivers, warn about flood, and 

especially plan for the optimal utilization of dam reservoirs [11]. 

 Considering the tremendous spatial and temporal variety, the issue of discharge prediction is one of the 

most complex hydrological phenomena with a large number of variables [10]. Based on the importance of 

discharge prediction of rivers, it is necessary to use new computer facilities in this regard [14]. ANNs (artificial 

neural networks) are the kinds of systems which could perform operations like the human brain and nervous 

system. In other words, they are capable of demonstrating some features of the human brain [5]. Nowadays, 

ANN models which are a subset of nonlinear empirical modeling methods have been accepted as a useful 

instrument for modeling nonlinear complex and dynamic systems; the reason is that ANN models simulate the 

nonlinearity of the desired process without any need for knowing the governing physical relations between the 

input and output parameters [2,1].  

 ANNs have been used as a data-driven method in several studies for examining water issues, which include 

simulating rainfall–runoff process [24,22], predicting river flow [7,8,17] predicting sediment [18,19,12] 

modeling groundwater [25,4] predicting water quality [13,21] and forecasting stream water temperature (T) 

[20].  

 Main objective of this study was to introduce various model inputs and then obtain the best combination of 

these inputs for modeling daily discharge prediction of Talar River. In the next section, the studied area is 

described and input parameters are introduced. In Section 3, a brief introduction of ANNs and the applied 

performance criteria is presented. In Section 4, modeling trend and its results are presented. Finally, in Section 

5, the overall results of the study are discussed. 

 

Studied Area and Datasets: 

 Talar River is the most important drinking water source of city of Ghaemshahr with the annual discharge of 

425 million m³. This river originates from Abbas Abad Heights and pours to the Caspian Sea after passing the 

approximate distance of 120 km southward. Owing to the mountainous area and its prevailing climate, the 

winter rainfall is snow in most parts of the highlands. In most years, the height of snow is considerable and is 
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sometimes lasting throughout the year in the northern slopes, which leads to feeding rivers and supplying their 

runoff.  

 In order to do this study, the data and information of Mazandaran Regional Water Authority which had 

been extracted from different stations of the basins of Talar River were used. The  input data to the network 

along with their statistical specifications are shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1: Statistical characteristics of the input data (MRWO, 2012). 

Variable Min Max Average 

Q(m3/s) 0.241 54.1 5.577 

P(mm) 0 46.7 1.581 

SWE(mm) 0 50 0.64 

Cprecip(mm) 0 339.22 216.526 

Talar-Cprecip(mm) 0 339.22 93.135 

ST(hr) 0 11.85 5.467 

T(c) -8 28 12.647 

 

 Discharge variable which was used as both model input and output was obtained from the statistics of 

Shirgah Hydrometric Station. Cprecip variable is the cumulative precipitation from November 1
st
 to April 1

st
, 

representing the accumulated snow up to the current time which is stored during the winter and melted in the 

spring [26]. Cprecip parameter has been designed according to the weather conditions of Winnipeg Basin, 

Canada. Thus, some changes should be made in order to use it in other basins [3]. To this end, in Cprecip-Talar, 

after calculating cumulative rainfall from November 1
st
 to April 1

st
, this value was linearly reduced so that it 

reached zero on June 21
st
. Sunshine duration (ST) parameter indicates the hours of day, during which the sun is 

in the sky. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 In ANNs, learning occurs via examples; i.e. a set of correct inputs and ou tputs is given to them and 

ANNs use these examples to adjust themselves so that correct responses are produced in the case of receiving 

new input.  

 In this study, a three-layer multilayer perceptron (MLP) was used for predicting the flow of Talar River. 

MLP is a type of ANNs with a monitoring training algorithm and is also the most widely used one among the 

existing ANNs in terms of modeling the discharge of rivers [9]. Three-layer MLP is capable of estimating a 

complex nonlinear function with reasonable accuracy by selecting the optimal architecture using trial-and-error 

method [23].  

 Considering the wide range of the used data in this study, the following relation was used for data 

normalization in the range of 0 to 1. 
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 Where X and Xn are original and normalized data and Xmin and Xmax are the minimum and maximum 

amounts of original data, respectively.  

Prediction accuracy is evaluated using performance criteria. The performance criteria used in this study 

consisted of the following two criteria: 
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 Where Obs is the observed flow rate, forc is the flow rate predicted by the model, 



obs is mean of obs's, and 

N shows the number of data in the testing period.  

 If the value of R
2
 (Coefficient of Determination) performance criterion are higher and closer to one, it will 

indicate that the observed and predicted values are closer to each other. If the value of RMSE (root mean square 

error) performance criterion is lower and closer to zero, better performance of the model will be resulted [16].  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 In this investigation, the data of Talar River from 2006 to 2011, which included 1782 series of daily data, 

were used. 450 datasets were randomly selected for network testing and the rest was used for network training. 

To model tomorrow's flow of Talar River, 11 input models were used. In Table 2, these input patterns along 

with their performance criteria in the testing period are presented.   

 
Table 2: Input patterns of the model and their performance criteria in the testing period. 

RMSE R2 Tc˚ SThr Talar-Cprecipt Cprecipt SWEt Pt Qt-1 Qt Input Pattern 

1.3523 0.8947       * * Input1 

1.3282 0.9250      * * * Input2 

1.2418 0.9498     * * * * Input3 

1.2799 0.9400    *  * * * Input4 

1.2415 0.9490   *   * * * Input5 

1.2876 0.9364  *   * * * * Input6 

1.2433 0.9442  *  *  * * * Input7 

1.2901 0.9343  * *   * * * Input8 

1.2387 0.9521 *    * * * * Input9 

1.2768 0.9412 *   *  * * * Input10 

1.2391 0.9505 *  *   * * * Input11 

 

 By comparing the verification results of input patterns 1 and 2, the considerable impact of rain input on 

model performance was characterized. Given that all three parameters of Snow water equivalent (SWE), 

Cprecip, and Talar-Cprecip represented the effects of snow in the model, they were added to the input pattern 2 

so that the input patterns 3, 4, and 5 were obtained for comparison purposes. To compare the results of these 

three patterns with each other and pattern 2, it was observed that all of these three inputs had a positive impact 

on the model performance, indicating the considerable impact of snow on the discharge amount of Talar River. 

In fact, the impact of Talar-Cprecip and SWE was higher than that of Cprecip.  

 By adding the sundial parameter of input patterns 3, 4, and 5, input patterns 6, 7, and 8 were obtained and 

the examination of the verification results demonstrated that sundial parameter had a slightly positive impact on 

the model performance only in combination with Cprecip parameter, but had a negative impact on the model 

performance in conjunction with SWE and Talar-Cprecip parameters.  

 Adding temperature parameter to input patterns 3, 4, and 5 led to obtaining input patterns 9, 10, and 11. 

Examining the verification results revealed that temperature parameter had a positive impact on the model 

performance in combination with all the three parameters of SWE, Cprecip, and Talar-Cprecip.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Scattere plot of the predicted discharge versus the observed one with the 9
th

 input pattern in testing  

period. 

 

 Similarly, a review of Table 2 indicated that the model with input pattern 9 had the best performance among 

all the input patterns. In fact, it can be mentioned that the combination of today's and yesterday's discharge, 

today's rain, today's snow, and today's temperature inputs had the greatest impact on the tomorrow's discharge of 

Talar River.  

 To better evaluate the model performance, Figure 1 shows the dispersion curve for the predicted discharge 

versus the observed discharge in testing period. As can be observed, most of the spots were close to the perfect 
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line, representing that the values of the predicted data were close to those of the observed data. Only in floods, 

the discharge predicted by network was slightly less than the real one. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In the management plans of water resources such as flood warning, drought prediction, and optimal 

performance of reservoirs, value of hydrological variables including suitable river flow prediction need to be 

estimated and predicted. In this paper, ANN was used for predicting daily discharge of Talar River, the results 

of which showed that they could be used as an efficient tool in this regard. Moreover, it was determined that the 

use of various input patterns had a considerable impact on the network performance. By comparing sunshine 

hour and temperature parameters, it was concluded that the use of temperature as an input in this basin was more 

effective in improving the model efficiency. Also, it was revealed that making changes in Cprecip for its 

accommodation with the studied basin was useful in terms of the impact of this input on the model performance. 

Finally, by investigating the results from various input patterns, it was revealed that the input pattern including 

today's and yesterday's discharge, today's rain, today's water equivalent of snow, and today's temperature were 

the best input pattern for predicting tomorrow's discharge of Talar River. 
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